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1. If the artist, in reflecting the psychological depths, goes beyond 'acme depthe, then
what is the distinction between the artistic paetern of experieuce and the various other
patterns? What would thin distinction imply in terep of art criticism? Haw does liter-
ary criticism mediate immediacy? 	
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1 What is the connection between cognitive and afFctive deeelcpment?e,How do these relate

to one another as one moves toward cognitive, aZfective, moral, and religious conver-
sions7NHow can education play a more positive role in this development and in the
possib/lity of conversion?

3. To what extent does an esthetic add/or affective undertow support fi!elity to the intel-
lectual pattera of experience? And to what extent does cognitive development mediate
aesthetic andlor affective conversion?
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4. If praxis is the art o:_' liiins, a guide to the creation of the futc7-.1, Is psyc,4c con-

TIecessary constituant of authentic prnAs? •-- %.10,0n. sw.•". ....	 ns*"
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5. Please comment on the effects of the conetrainto imposed oy :-.he A-Ictricnt education syatelm'
on the possibility for psychic, intellectual and noral conve3:sJon7 	 ,Irdy., th..4...pek.A.-

6. Religious donvereion is God's gift. In. what way ere moral aed intellectual eonversiou
gifta. 11L	 Pa'
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Itt 7. Is it aceueate to aay ehat the Enlightme:et (17th ceetury) criterion of good theorizing
NO )4; (that the scientist or scholar be objective in the sense of 1;eing am impartial and value-

	

Awe	 eee.! obeeelier) Is to be sepelanted by eheorizine whose crite:ion of objectivity is the
" lii, tetellectually, morally, and religiously, converte:1 scieatis or scholare4"cem'i

Jo what entent must a person be operatIeg ie the third stage of meaning if he or she is

OL -to de-felop an adequate nnderstcnding of :-.concmics? psycholosy? the social. sciences?

I '-'*1	
9. In your vle\d, do i.eehr_Ioncs of: statist!cril inFerenca ilz:Ne any cf.gaifIcance or efficacy

for coreelating the cceeento of coesceouoness as objeetified by anecdotal or verbal
reports? if so, under what conditions? 	 4444.41.446-1. .. ""10"-r. ..n.,. •

' 0
1	 10. Ono of the most liberating ipsights which I ha,!:. while read::.ng 'Insight" wns that which

lod li!c c.o disc:Irlr that scientists hnve extrase:.entific opintons, cpc1 that a.„!le of these
opivioue oee aot propz,r.7y disengaeed feem ticc:! whicb aru (intrA) sc'-_::tif!c; all of whech
can lead to lencz,thy journeys into territoriea from 77hich 3::c.. ars :ventr.ally Invi::ed to
retr.mt. I boTs.iem you use Galileo's opiniou or. the natu‘o of science as an example.
Insofar as in "Tc;ight," Method,'' etc., you arQ laying a foeedateon for sclencel r:ould
it be that youe defeuse of "free enterprise" iu extraocient:.ac? And a petition which is

	

0	 corollary to C,-le rpir;.t of the aho7.:. question= cs7r. you ca;i7E5rola cu,.: obl!gation to take
up yoter work and "iWulle, as you say in "Ira:light," wor:. to re-;erse whatevar issues frcrs
insZlvertent coacc!osions to the counter positior.s/ Okldressins in your comment the fact

s....d	 that ecee voek is being taken up by a ccumwn.l.t:' of wIl:ch some members have had a chcuce to
work with you clooely while other vembers of Chat comeunity gain access to your work
through your letitinge and through dialcguieg T7 th thooe eho have worked with you closelyre
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1. If the artist, in reflecting the psychological depths, goes beyond those depths, then
what is the distinction between the artistic pattern of experience and the various other
patterns? What would thia distinction imply in terms of art criticism? How does liter-
ary criticism mediate immediacy?

2. What is the connection between cognitive and aUective development? How do these relate
to one another as one moves toward cognitive, adfective, moral, and religious conver-
sions? How can education play a more positive role in this development and in the
possibility of conversion?

3. To what extent does an aesthetic and/or affective undertow support fidelity to the Intel-
lectual pattern of experience? And to What extent does cognitive development mediate
aesthetic and/or affective conversion?

4. If praxis is the art of living, a guide to the creation of the future, is psychic con-
version a necessary constituent of authentic praxis?

5. Please comment on the effects of the constraints inpeeed by the American education system
on the possibility for psychic, intellectual and noeal conversion?

6. Religious conversion is God's gift. In whet way are moral and intellectual conversion
gifts.

7. Is it accurate to say that the Enlightenment (17th ceetury) criterion of good theorizing
(that the scientist or scholar be objective in the sense of being an impartial and value-
free observer) is to be supplanted by theorizing whose criterion of objectivity is the
intellectually, morally, and religiously, converted scientist or scholar?

8. To what extent must a person be Operating in the third stage of meaning if he or she is
to develop an adequate underatanding of economics? psycholo3y? the social sciences?

9. In your view, do techniques of statistical inference have anarSignificance or efficacy
for correlating the coneentu of consciouenees as objectified by anecdotal or verbal
reports? If so, under what conditions?
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10. One of the most liberatiag insights eihich I had while reading "Insight" was that which

led me to discover that scientistts have extraocientific opinions; and that some of these
opinions nre not properly dieengaged from thooe which are (intra) scientific; all of ehich
cm lead to :lengthy journeys into tereitoriea from which en are eventually invited 'n)
retreat. I believe you use Galileo's opinion on the nature of science as ae example.
Insofar as in "Teaight," Methbd,'e eec., you are laying a fouedation for eeenee: ceuld
it be that your defense of "free eaterprioe" is extrascieatific? And a petition which is
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	 corollary to the spirit of the above questiae: can you comment on OUT obligation to tabs
up your mnek and "yhiOullz", as you say Le. "inoight," work to eeverce whatever issues from
inadvertent eoncecsions to the counter Tuitions. (Addeeseiao in your comment the fact
that 7131.IX eerie is being taLen up by 6 commuaity of vhich ease uembers have 1ee3 a chance to
wor.e with you closely while other uembeets of that community gain access to your work
through your writings and through dialoguing eith those who have worked with you closely)?
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11. To what e4teee Jees lavestigetee of the "black bo;:" require the appropriaton
of feelings, and in what meaner don nuccensful intellectual self-nppropriation
transform the task of appropriating one's feelings?

12. Could you describe the transposition of Voegelin's Plato and Aristotle to the
effoets of contemporary thinkers?

13. What are the consequences of your generalized empirical method and the tasks
of the third plateau for departments of philcsophy in particular and for.dreir crifek._
academic disciplineu?

PAU
14. Could you give some indication of the manner in which your De Deo Trino, Pece7

Systematica and your De Constitutione Christi might be transformed into the
functional specialty systematics?

15. Would you find in nany de-humanizing applications of technique in modern
societies (e.g., Robert MoRea and the Fell of New York on physical mobility
versus neighborhood community, and other social planning) consequences of a
massive perceptualiam and conceptualism in modern cultures?

16. Could you relate the inner light and the "pull" in history that you spoke of
last night to your discussion of the four graces in De Deo Trino7    

0 0      
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1	 Distinctions emerge in the measure that consciousness is

differentiated

The artist produces works of art: in drawings, colors, sounds,

statues, architecture, words (epic, lyric, drama)

The dramatic pattern of experience makes the work of art

one's own life-style

The intellectual pattern of experience differentiates

down the ages from Aristotle's physiologoi to the contemporiary

distinction of inthinatisix; mathematicians, scientists, students

of humanities, philosophers, and theologians.

Art criticism thematizes what the artist has achieved

attempted intended

LitRxit Shakespeare presents Othello strangling Desdemona;

literary criticism helps you witness the strangling in i all

its horror and background and overtones.

2	 Initially cognitive and affective development are undistinguished

simultaneous ongoing

Western education by its attention to reading writing and

rithmatic and consequent arts and studies brings about a different-

iation of cognitive activities

while by its attention to value-free secular coeducation

leaves affective development to take care of itself

The problem of education is (1) to get the politicians out

of the game (2) to get the merchants of hardware out of the game

(3) to get educationalists out of the game (4) to get administrators

out of the game and (5) to let teachers teach

3	 Fidelity to the intellectual pattern of experience is
basically a matter of seeing through the empty headedness of

people who think they know better and tell what you really should

be doing	 keep telling you

To brush aside their nonsense and stick to one's own

thing calls for self-confidence self-reliance conviction

Cognitive development is important inasmuch as it helps

one brush aside the propganda maintained incessantly by the

cognitivilly undeveloped

4	 Praxis, rather phronesis is the art of living

Psychic conversion is essential in the measure one is

a kook; if one is not, one need not bother about it; if one

is/in doubt, one had best find out

1
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5	 Cf 2. Add get the newspapers and TV personalities out

of the game.

6	 Moral and intellectual conversion are consequents of

religious conversion

Love reveals values generally (moral conversion)

Grasp and appreciation of values generally includes the

grasp and appreication fof such values as truth (Plato Aristotle)

and understanding (modern science, human studies, philosophy)

Read ”advancing understanding” rather than "theorizing"

"Value—free" is the name of a pretense and a lie

Any serious thinker is engaged in promoting values he

understands appreciates respects, eg serious thought.

8	 The third stage of meaning is where we are and where

contemporary problems are

To carry on as though we were living in ancient Athens or

medieval Paris is inept and fruitless and misleading

Ancient thought discovered the differentiation of

the true from the good (eg ss Athens as distinct from Israel)

Modern thought discovered the role of understanding

in moving towards the truth.

9	 It all depends on the degree of intelligence involved

(I) in devising and (2) in employing the techniques in question

What does count is the intelligence with which hypotheses

concerns ing the correlation are formulated and tested.

10	 In my mind the question basically is resolved by

thinking through the distinction between praxis and technique.

Free enterprise is praxis: it is figuring out what one

thinks can and may and should be done and taking on oneself all

the risks of doing it

Free enterpise is ambiguous. If by free enterprise you mean wha

has been going on for the past two hundred years, I am as much
splumurnytwxikxxistxsumsxoftwe**Irmirmy***maxitxti*xihmassxammsx

opposed to it and as critical of it as anyone.

If by free enterprise one means praxis: a maximum use of

everyone's s intelligence and freedom

If by planning one means a technique by which some people

decide what other pall people are to do and whether they are to do

it and what happens to them if they don't

Then one has to choose which one favors and by one's choice
one reveals the kind of person one iss± (science won't help you)

0
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10 Very definitely I should say that the issue of free

enterpise is Nxtxzimirdiltaxitatxaxiziaattxt proximately
scientific but ultimately existential

It is proximately scientific inasmuch as one has to

refuse to mean by "free enterprise!' what has been going on

in the West for the part two hundred years

one has to mean what is revealed as possible by a

functional analysis in macroeconomics

But the issue is ultimately existential for one has

to choose between praxis and technique

x Planning is a technique b7 which a few people take

upon themselves the office of deciding what vast numbers

of other people are to do, whether they are to do it, and

what will happen to them if they don't

Free enterprise is set up in which individuals are

free to figure out what can be done, whether they will do

it, ikatitxxxikay and if they so decide, by that very fact

they take uopn themselves the risks of doing it.

' The issue is existential in two manners

It arises inasmuch as it is doubtful whether or not a

people is totally corrupt: if totally corrupt, planning is

inevitable

But it also is existential inasmuch one one's decision

on the issue tells g something about the kind of person

one is. Our age is an age of technique. Our behaviorists,

positivists, newsmen, politicians know and think a great

deal of technique and very little of praxis.               
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11	 Obviously one cannot be suffering from anxiety neurosis

and so be incapacitated trim for serious and prolonged reflection

Successful intellectual self-appropriation transforms the

task of appropriatzing one's feelings

(1) in the measure that Bernie Tyrrell's upper level

therapy facilitates lowert level therapy

(2) not in the sense that theoretical knowledge of any

king deals directly with lomwer level probelms

12	 Voegelin's Plato and Aristotle is the way people actually

carry on their understanding judging deciding: it is objectified

not as ongoing process but only in its utltimate decision

It is the kind of account of human knowledge that one

finds in Newman's Grammar of Assent (totally incomprehensible

to Henri Brómond), Polanyils Personal Knowledge, Gadamer's

Truth and Methodd, my Xxxigki account to common sense insight

and judgment.

13	 The consequences very simply is recovery mf from 700

years of mistaken presuppositions.

14. Christology Today: Methodological Reflections in

Le Christ Hier Aujourd'hui Demaxin, Presses de l'Universite Laval

15	 Certainly. The logical binge came out of the Augustinian-

Aristotelian controversy and it has been adn still is going strong.

lb	 Operative grace is the pull

Unrestricted cooperative grace is transforming love

Four graces a metaphysical conceit: J C Murray wanted

futther development, but by that time I was more involved in

personalist thinking

0
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